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By SARAH JONES

The Residences at Mandarin Oriental is  exploring the ideas of home and hospitality in a marketing push for its
residences.

A new global brand film, titled "Welcome Home" focuses on life's little moments that are delivered with white-glove
service, such as birthday celebrations and dinner parties. Mandarin Oriental has been expanding its residences
portfolio, and this campaign aims to raise awareness for its ownership opportunities.

"Primarily, this campaign is an announcement to the world that the legendary Mandarin Oriental hotel brand now
offers residences," said William Richmond-Watson, founder and chief creative officer of Watson & Company, the
agency that produced the film for Mandarin Oriental.

"As one of the most powerful luxury hotel brands in the world, there's already a natural expectation that Mandarin
Oriental's service is second to none," he said. "We wanted to humanize the brand by focusing on tender interactions
between family, evoking a strong sense of belonging and home.

"The film paints a picture of the unique luxury lifestyle a resident will experience, while reframing what Mandarin
Oriental means to the viewer."

Moving in
The Residences at Mandarin Oriental worked with agency Watson & Company to develop its brand film.

At the start of the film, a voiceover says, "They say home is where the heart is , that there's no place like home."

The film follows one family, showing how the members are living life at the Mandarin Oriental.

A mother swipes on mascara in a bathroom mirror. Meanwhile, one of the daughters is shown painting a picture of a
happy family outside of a house.
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Still from Mandarin Oriental's film. Image courtesy of Watson & Company

Everyday tasks and moments depicted include a girl practicing the violin and a father reading to his daughter.

The voiceover continues, saying that home is where "cooking becomes an adventure" and "quiet contemplation
becomes a gift."

Mandarin Oriental nods to its history in hospitality, saying that it has "welcomed you into [our home] for more than
50 years."

The film shows the role that Mandarin Oriental's staff play in the residential experience, including celebrations and
everyday occasions, as they anticipate and respond to owners' needs. For instance, an employee is there with a
smile and a towel as the father is at the gym, while another brings in a cake to mark a birthday.

Mandarin Oriental's "Welcome Home" follows one family. Image courtesy of Watson & Company

Playing off Mandarin Oriental's fan insignia, the film tells viewers that it knows they are fans of lazy Sunday
breakfasts and family movie nights. Another perk that is hinted at is the ability to hold dinner parties with Michelin-
starred chefs.

"We know the importance of knowing you," the film says. It goes on to explain, "We're the beating heart of your
home, an extended family."

Mandarin Oriental "Welcome Home" Campaign

On a campaign Web page, the residents' own testimonials point to the perks of ownership in text.

One owner explains that as he or she was traveling to another Mandarin Oriental property, the residence manager let
the hotel know about them in advance. This relationship led to upgrades and amenities upon arrival.

A key focus is on children and making the youngest residents feel at home. Owners tell stories of staff organizing
everything from tailored movie nights to Valentine's Day treats.

Coming home
Ultra-high-net-worth individuals have several options for real estate investments, but they are drawn to the service
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and amenities offered at luxury-branded residences, according to a marketing executive from The Residences at
Mandarin Oriental.

Luxury residences help high-end homebuyers avoid the inconveniences associated with property ownership,
especially since many are juggling several other properties. As discussed in a fireside chat at the Luxury Marketing
Forum in 2018, buyers already familiar with hospitality groups are drawn to their branded residences as opposed to
other luxury properties (see story).

Mandarin Oriental is  investing in residential spaces in one of the priciest cities in the world, as hotels move further
into residences.

The luxury hotel group has announced it will be managing 69 high-end residences under its name on New York's
Fifth Avenue. The project is set to complete in 2021 on the corner of Fifth and 54th Street in a classic building from
the 1920s, under the name Mandarin Oriental Residences at 685 Fifth Avenue (see story).

While its purpose is marketing properties, this brand campaign focuses on the soul of the home.

"No other hotel brand that we're aware of is connecting in this deeply human, emotive way," Mr. Watson said.
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